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Mars Angel (Prehistoric Human Ancestor)
M.Arulmani, V.R.Hema Latha
Author Submission and Abstract: The philosophy of Angel was originated from Greek origin. Angels are depicted as benevolent celestials Human
with wings. In many global level religions Angels are considered as Messenger of God and intermediator between HEAVEN and EARTH carrying the
message of God to the human on the earth. In evolutionary theory Darwin Sir already established that human ancestor of Apes lineage. In human
Anthropology there are so many human like flying celestials idols were unearthed as evidence of prehistoric human culture. Is there any possibility of
existence of human with wings in Prehistoric time? It is focused by the author that the Tamil based Indians have already lived in MARS planet in
Prehistoric time before started living on EARTH. The Prehistoric population lived in MARS probably called as ANGELS.
Are Angels real human?
(Or)
Imaginary human logo?
————————————————————

Introduction

Hypothesis and Definitions

It is focused that Angels shall be considered real human
populations lived in Mars.
The Angels shall also be
considered as Trisomy populations having 3 chromosomes
on origin. Further it is focused that they might have had
different genetic characteristics and capable of flying when
live in MARS. Angels shall be considered as Message
Carriers just like present day Postman when lived in
MARS. In global languages such as old French, Latin the
word Angel is called as Angele, Angeleo. It is focused by
the author that the etymology of word might be derived from
the Prehistoric Tamil Phonetics Anjal, Anjali, Anjan.
i)
Anjal shall mean Post.
ii)
Anjali shall mean Queen of MARS
iii)
Anjan shall mean Messenger, Postman.
The philosophy of prehistoric populations lived MARS was
already published in IJSRP issue 4, 2013 under the title
Cosmo Super Star and in IJSER issue 5, 2013 under title
of Super Scientist of Climate Control. This article MARS
ANGEL shall be considered as extended version of
previous articles published with additional case studies
focused in different area related to Angel.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Angel shall be considered as Trisomy human
populations having 3 chromosome.
The Angel human might have derived three
chromosome from three Neutrino Particles
Photon, Electron, Proton.
The Angel human might have lived under different
genetic characteristics and capable of flying.
The Angel human shall be considered as
electromagnetic
populations
evolved
spontaneously due to impact of Electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) from Dark Energy of space. The
Angel human shall be considered as byproduct of
electromagnetic equilibrium composed of millions
of electromagnetic cells comprising of Photon,
Electron, Proton. In prehistoric time, the human
cell might have been defined as below.
i) RNA
- Photon
ii) HORMONE - Electron
iii) DNA
- Proton

5.

6.

In Prehistoric time the Angel human might have
had AB type blood. The acronym AB shall mean
Angel Blood.
In Prehistoric time Angel might mean standard
secret numerals called LOGOS which might be
adopted for sending message in Code form.
i)

_____________________________________
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CONCLUSION
MARS Angels are not fiction populations; but real
populations lived in MARS in prehistoric time having
different genetic characteristics. Further it is focused that
human ancestor are not of APES. Human ancestors are
like ANGELS.

Case study
1. MYTHS
The word myth refers to a story from ancient time to explain
natural event or to describe the earlier history of people. In
the archaeological science there is an existence of so many
mythological belief such as Greek mythology, Roman
mythology, Hindu mythology, etc. It is focused by the author
that the etymology of word myths might be derived from
prehistoric Tamil phonetics MUTHU. In prehistoric time
MUTHU shall mean ANGEL valuable and mystic resource.
During the course of time the word MUTHU dialectally
pronounced by foreign tongue as myths. In mythology
Myth shall mean Angel.

iii)

i)

ii)

Angel shall mean “LOGOS” AND Queen of MARS.
- Author

New Definition for ANGEL:
Angel shall be defined as spontaneously evolved organism
composed of Billions of Cells. Photon, Electron, Proton
shall be considered as the three fundamental elements of
the Cell to make the Life. In Modern time the biologists
might have called these three fundamental elements of
organic cell as follows.
i) Progon Chromatin
ii) Electron Nucleolus
iii) Photon Cytoplasm
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2. PHILOSOPHY OF “LOGOS”

It is believed that the word ―Log‖ is considered as the
abbreviation of Logos, Concerned with various logarithmic
functions of mathematics, and various algorithims of
computer languages. Log is the considered as the short
form of logarithm used to describe a system of arithmetic
using increasing powers of a number rather than a linear
scale. In other words it can be said that it is concerned with
high level computational methods in the order multiple or
divisive level. Logos is also considered as Divine word and
play major role in usage in the field of philosophy,
psychology, reheotoric, religion. Originally Logos meaning
Ground, a Plea, an Opinion. In the latter it is used as a
technical term of denote the principle of order of
knowledge. Ancient philosophers used the term Logos in
different ways, the sophists used the term to mean
discourse, Artistotle applied the term to refer reasoned
discourse (or) the argument in the field of rehotoric. The
stoic philosopher defined the term with divine animating
principle pervading the Universe. In Jewish philosophy
also this term is adopted. In Bible the Gospel of Jhon
identifies Logos through which all things are made and
further identified that Jesus as the incarnate of Logos. In
scientific field the word logy as suffix finds many
application such as biology, Astrology, cosmology,
psychology, etc.
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4. Case Study on Miller experiment:
(Electromagnetic evolution is possible?)
It is the hypothesis of the author that the three elements
Carbon, Nitrogen and Ozone are considered as elements of
life posses three types Magnetic Property. Based on the
interaction of three magnetic field the evolution of human is
possible. Some case studies shows that Organic molecules
important for life could have reached earth surface via
Comets. Further Miller experiments concludes that
biological Molecules can be Synthesised strictly by nonbiological means using raw materials available only on the
earth. It is the speculation of the author that even before
evolution of ocean on the earth, existence of human is
possible on the clouds and could be evolved
electromagnetically due to presence of three fundamental
elements of life Carbon, Nitrogen and Ozone in the clouds.

Further it is the hypothesis of the author that the first human
might be the byproduct of electromagnetic equilibrium in the
evolution of eartly universe to create equilibrium. Infact the
evolution of first human shall be considered as Eco Man for
Eco balance.

In religious sense the word Logos related to cosmic law or
super wisdom and considered as the instrument of God in
the creation of the universe.
In modern Computer digital communications so many logic
gates are in usage such as AND, OR, NOT, NAND, NOR,
XOR.
It is hypothesized by the author the concept of word Logos,
Log, shall be considered as the communication code used
by Angels also called as MARS CODE.
In the above prehistoric code form Logos the right dot shall
be considered as the Vowel, left dot shall be considered as
the Consonant, the centre dot shall be considered as the
law part of Nature (or) Universe.
3. “PH” VALUE OF BLOOD
Modern human have PH value of blood in the range of 7.4.
It is hypothesized by the author that in prehistoric time the
PH value of MARS populations might be so acidic and in
the range of 3.0 which might be formulated with three tiny
dot.

5. What is the source life?
Life shall be considered originated as the byproduct
evolved spontaneously due to Prehistoric Electromagnetic
radiation from prehistoric electromagnetic fluid (so called
Amino acid) dark blood.
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Further EMR shall be considered as the anti-matter from
which the prehistoric anti-matter such as Ocean, Land, Air
have been evolved on the earth as byproducts.

Further the evolution of Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen,
Ozone shall be considered as the anti-matter from the antimatter of EMR.

Life begun with 3 chromosome.
- Author, BSNL,
Madurai
6. Three elements of electromagnetic wave:
The three elements required for production of
Electromagnetic wave was formulated by prehistoric Tamil
Law as follows.

7. EMR has any genome make up?
It is hypothesized by the author that EMR has specific
genetic make up and sequence in the evolution of early
universe (i.e.) The EMR emanated from Neutrinos shall be
considered as the Centromere for evolution space objects
such as Sun, Earth, Moon in certain sequence and having
mutually binding characteristics. Neutrinos shall be
considered as the integral part of Photon, Electron and
Proton.

8. Author’s Vision about Hydrogen atom:
Case study shows that hydrogen atom exists only with
proton and electron but without neutron. It is hypothesised
by the author that Hydrogen shall be considered as star
particle (evolved from dark matter consists of antiNeutrinos) rather than atom, which is the integral part of
three fundamental neutrinos Photon, Electron and Proton.
In otherwords it can be said that when hydrogen particle
decayed three fundamental neutrinos Photon, Electron and
Proton are evolved.
(i) Photon is a neutrino (Neutral charge)
(ii) Electron is a neutrino (-ve charge)
(iii) Proton is a neutrino (+ve charge)
Anti-Neutrinos shall be considered as having contra effect
to Neutrinos, say, anti-Photon, anti-Electron, anti-Proton.
Further Hydrogen shall be considered as the Stem of Life
and Carbon, Nitrogen, Ozone shall be considered as the
byproduct of hydrogen.
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cells. It is speculated by the author the process of supply
and aborbtion takes place due to three magnetic effect of
blood contain the above three elements in the blood. It is
the speculation of author the first evolved blood AB type
might be called as Electromagnetic blood which has special
magnetic property of absorbing all the spectrum of
frequencies in the electromagnetic Energy and looks
BLACK Colour.

Hydrogen shall be considered as the Centromere and CNO
shall be considered as the base of Life. In otherwords
Carbon shall be considered as the Soul of hydrogen,
Nitrogen shall be considered as the body of hydrogen, and
ozone shall be considered as the mind of hydrogen. Case
study show that Hydrogen fusion plays Vital role in CNO
Cycle.
Hydrogen the Centromere and Stem of Life.

11. Case study about genome variation:
The Chromosome in human cell is an orgainsed structure of
DNA and protein found. The role of chromosome carries the
heredity in the form of gene. In brief it shall be stipulated
that chromosome deals with structural part and DNA deals
with functional part. The total amount of genetic information
in the chromosome of an organism includes its gene and
DNA sequences. Human genome is made up of about
30,000 genes. A human genome contains about 3X10
nucleotide pairs and a bacterium contains 6X10 pairs. It is
the hypothesis of the author all the genetic growth and
genetic sequences are due to alignment of human heart
beat with Natural frequency of earth.

- Author, BSNL, Madurai.
9. Life originated from Anti-matter?
It is hypothesized by the author that the first life has been
originated from anti-matter (i.e.) life matter has been
evolved from anti-matter. ―H‖ shall be considered as the
Centromere (embryo) of life. C, N, O shall be considered as
the base of life Sun, Earth, Moon shall be considered as the
Telomere of life.

12. Tamil law related to Trisomy Chromosome:
It is the speculation of the author that the first human might
be evolved with Trisomy which was well defined by Tamil
law

The present day observation of Trisomy 21, Trisomy 13,
Trisomy 18 are not of genetic abnormality infact it is the
genetic reflection of prehistoric human.

Life = H + C + N + O
-Author, BSNL, Madurai.
10. Electromagnetic Blood (Hypothetical)
It is the hypothesis of the author as the Prehistoric human
evolved of Electromagnetic Radiation the blood also might
be evolved with fundamental three elements. The
fundamental three elements and their magnetic properties
were well defined by the Tamil Law as below

13. Tamil Law related to three most fundamental
Organic elements:
It is the speculation of the author that in the prehistoric time
there were only three fundamental elements existing which
are required for producing organic molecules for existence
of life. Natural radio activity, lightning etc which might have
produced of ammonia, methere, carbondioxide elements
and produce complex molecules known as Amino acid and
Nucleotide base the basic substance required for living
organisms. Tamil law has already defined the three
fundamental natural elements as mentioned below. The
star dust in the early universe is considered to have the
chemical property as equivalent to Hydrogen.

Sun is responsible for existence of Carbon, Earth
responsible for existence of Nitrogen and Moon is
responsible existence of Ozone. The three fundamental
elements are responsible for existence of three types of
Magnetic fields which were already defined by Tamil law as
below
During blood circulation in human body blood supplies
energy to the cells and absorbs unwanted particles from
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Whereas the Modern human has Four type blood
group of ABO system A,B,AB,O.
(viii) The Prehistoric human blood (Oxygen free) shall
be considered as purely Acidic which pH Value
well below 7.0. Whereas the modern human blood
has oxygen content and it must be always alkali
having pH value 7.4 so that it can retain Oxygen.

It is the speculation of the author that the three Magnetic
fields have definite sequential effect on genome variation in
growth of Tissues of the living organisms.
14. Prehistory:
The history of events means the period when the events
were occurred and recorded as authentic document within
the jurisdiction of Archeology, Anthropology, supported by
scientific evidence. Prehistory shall be referred to the
period prior to history which are generally accepted, but not
supported by any evidence at that moment. Based on
Geological events and evolutionary facts, the different
period shall be classified as (i) Prehistoric period (ii) Ancient
Period (iii) Pre Modern Period (iv) Modern Period (v) Post
Modern Period.

Prehistoric Human?...
Modern human is considered as Homo Sapien Sapien and
believed to have shared common ancestory with Apes.
Modern human has total chromosome of 46 Diploid number
(or) 23 pairs (Haploid number) Further Oxygen (O2) is
essential for survival of Modern human. Within the
Archeology, Anthropology the modern human evolution
referred to various period such as Paleolithic, Mesolithic,
Neolithic, Chalcolithic etc.
(i) It is hypothesized by the author that the
Prehistoric human shall be considered as follows
(ii)

The Prehistoric human has been evolved
“spontancously” (electromagnetically) on its
origin due to effect of lightning emanated from
Dark Matter of Universe.

(iii)

The Prehistoric human shall be considered evolved
spontaneously from Prehistoric Organic Compound
Prokaryotes by electromagnetic radiation justlike
mushroom formation.

(ix) Prehistoric human are highly immune to disease
like Cancer, Maleria, Dengue and lived for long
time and many wonders in the Prehistoric time.

Prehistoric Human DNA Structure:
The DNA is considered as genetic code of cell, (i.e) the
DNA shall be considered as Predefined law of the Cell
within that the cell division takes place for growth. It is
hypothesized that the Modern human is considered having
deviatated genetic code as against Prehistoric human
whom have absolute genetic code.
Prehistoric Human immue System:
The Modern human is now a days subjected to various
Bacterial, Micrrobial infections, Blood Pressure, Brain
Tumor, Cancer, AIDs etc due to lack of Immunity. It is
hypothesized that the lack of immunity in Modern human is
due to having Oxygen rich content blood. Whereas the
prehistoric human are very energetic, living for throusands
of years, and they are not subjected to any illness like
Heart attack, Tumor, Cancer, AIDS etc due to high
Immunity. They had high immune system because they
were living in Oxygen free environment and their blood
was totally Oxygen free acidic and appeared as Dark
blood. It is hypothesized that the Modern human lost their
Immunity due to deviated DNA Structure and hence they
need Oxygen environment for Suvival. Further the modern
human have 46 chromosome due to deviated genetic code
as against prehistoric human who had only 3 chromosome.

(iv) The Prehistoric human shall be considered having
chromosome of 3 diploid number the Prehistoric
human on its origin shall be considered as Half
Male, Half Female personality.
(v)

The Prehistoric human has been lived in Oxygenfree environment. (i.e) the Prehistoric human lived
without need of Oxygen and survived with only
Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen based element and
Ozone ion (O), Methene gas environment.

(vi) The Prehistoric human blood shall be considered
evolved with only single blood group AB type (Dark
Blood).
(vii) This blood has no Oxygen content and it shall be
called as Black Body Blood as it has high
cabability of absorbing electromagnetic radiation
and Heat emanated from Dark Matter of Universe.
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15. Hypothetical blood diversity

It is hypothesized by the author that from prehistoric time to
modern time there may be three states of blood group
might have been evolved due to impact of electromagnetic
radiation. ‗O‘ type blood (universal donor) might be evolved
during modern period.
i. Stage i – AB type only (MARS TRIBE)
ii. Stage ii – AB, A, B (DRAVIDIAN ORIGIN)
iii. Stage iii – AB, A, B, O (ARYAN ORIGIN)
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